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Abstract
In a network, a node is said to incur a delay if its encoding of each transmitted symbol involves only its received
symbols obtained before the time slot in which the transmitted symbol is sent (hence the transmitted symbol sent in
a time slot cannot depend on the received symbol obtained in the same time slot). A node is said to incur no delay
if its received symbol obtained in a time slot is available for encoding its transmitted symbol sent in the same time
slot. Under the classical model, every node in a discrete memoryless network (DMN) incurs a unit delay, and the
capacity region of the DMN satisfies the well-known cut-set outer bound. In this paper, we propose a generalized
model for the DMN where some nodes may incur no delay. Under our generalized model, we obtain a new cut-set
outer bound, which is proved to be tight for some two-node DMN and is shown to subsume an existing cut-set bound
for the causal relay network [1]. In addition, we establish under the generalized model another cut-set outer bound
on the positive-delay region – the set of achievable rate tuples under the constraint that every node incurs a delay.
We use the cut-set bound on the positive-delay region to show that for some two-node DMN under the generalized
model, the positive-delay region is strictly smaller than the capacity region.
Index Terms
capacity region, cut-set outer bound, delay, discrete memoryless network (DMN), positive-delay region.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers a general network in which each node may send information to the other nodes. A node
is said to incur a delay if its encoding of each transmitted symbol involves only its received symbols obtained
before the time slot in which the transmitted symbol is sent. A node is said to incur no delay if its received symbol
obtained in a time slot is available for encoding its transmitted symbol sent in the same time slot. In the classical
model of the discrete memoryless network (DMN) [2, Chapter 15], every node incurs a unit delay. We call the DMN
under the classical model the classical DMN. A well-known result for the classical DMN is the cut-set outer bound
[2,3]. However, the delay assumption makes the classical model not applicable to some simple networks including
the relay-without-delay channel studied by El Gamal et al. [4, Section IV] and the causal relay network by Baik
and Chung [1], where the causal relay network is a generalization of the relay-without-delay channel. Therefore,
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2we are motivated to generalize the model of the DMN in such a way that some nodes may incur no delay. In
our generalized model, some nodes may incur no delay, and we call the DMN under the generalized model the
generalized DMN. We are not only interested in the capacity region of the generalized DMN, but also the set of
achievable rate tuples under the constraint that every node incurs a delay, and we call the constrained achievable
rate region the positive-delay region.
A. Main Contribution
In this paper, we prove a new cut-set bound on the capacity region and another cut-set bound on the positive-
delay region under the generalized model. Then, we characterize the capacity region of some two-node generalized
DMN by demonstrating an optimal transmission scheme that achieves our cut-set bound on the capacity region. In
addition, we use the cut-set bound on the positive-delay region to show that for the two-node generalized DMN,
the positive-delay region is strictly smaller than the capacity region, and hence some rate tuples in the capacity
region cannot be achieved by imposing the classical constraint that every node must incur a delay.
On the other hand, we apply our cut-set bounds in the well-studied causal relay network in [1]. We use our
cut-set bound on the capacity region to recover an existing cut-set bound for the causal relay network. In addition,
we use our cut-set bound on the positive-delay region to show that for some Gaussian causal relay network, the
positive-delay region is strictly smaller than the capacity region.
One important consequence of our work is the following statement: Under the generalized model, the set of
achievable rate tuples for a given DMN may depend on the amount of non-negative delay incurred by each node.
The above statement complements the work by Effros [5], which shows that under the classical model, the set of
achievable rate tuples for any DMN does not depend on the amount of positive delay incurred by each node.
B. Paper Outline
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the notation of this paper. Section III presents a two-
node network in which the classical cut-set bound cannot be applied. Section IV presents the formulation of the
generalized DMN. Section V defines the capacity region and the positive-delay region of the generalized DMN
and states our main results. Section VI proves the cut-set bound on the capacity region of the generalized DMN.
Section VII investigates a two-node generalized DMN where one node incurs no delay. Our cut-set bound is shown
to be tight for the two-node generalized DMN and hence the capacity region is determined. Section VIII proves
the cut-set bound on the positive-delay region. Section IX applies our cut-set bound on the positive-delay region to
a two-node generalized DMN and shows that the positive-delay region is strictly smaller than the capacity region.
Section X demonstrates that our cut-set bound on the capacity region subsumes an existing cut-set bound for the
causal relay network. In addition, we use our cut-set bound on the positive-delay region to show that for some
Gaussian causal relay network, the positive-delay region is strictly smaller than the capacity region. Section XI
concludes this paper.
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3II. NOTATION
We use Pr{E} to represent the probability of an event E . We use a capital letter X to denote a random variable
with alphabet X , and use the small letter x to denote the realization of X . We use Xn to denote a random tuple
(X1, X2, . . . , Xn), where the components Xk have the same alphabet X . We let pX and pY |X denote the probability
mass distribution of X and the conditional probability mass distribution of Y given X respectively for any discrete
random variables X and Y . We let pX(x) , Pr{X = x} and pY |X(y|x) , Pr{Y = y|X = x} be the evaluations
of pX and pY |X respectively at X = x and Y = y. We let pXpY |X denote the joint distribution of (X,Y ), i.e.,
pXpY |X(x, y) = pX(x)pY |X(y|x) for all x and y. If X and Y are independent, their joint distribution is simply
pXpY . We will take all logarithms to the base 2. For any discrete random variables (X,Y, Z) distributed according
to pX,Y,Z , we let HpX,Z (X|Z) and IpX,Y,Z (X;Y |Z) be the entropy of X given Z and mutual information between
X and Y given Z respectively. For simplicity, we drop the subscript in a notation if there is no ambiguity. If X ,
Y and Z are distributed according to pX,Y,Z and they form a Markov chain, we write (X → Y → Z)pX,Y,Z or
more simply, (X → Y → Z)p. The sets of natural and real numbers are denoted by N and R respectively. For any
N2-dimensional random tuple
(W1,1,W1,2, . . . ,WN,N ) ∈ W1,1 ×W1,2 × . . .×WN,N
and any set V ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N}2, we let
WV = (Wi,j : (i, j) ∈ V )
be a subtuple of (W1,1,W1,2, . . . ,WN,N ).
III. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We now consider a two-node network that consists of a forward channel and a reverse channel, where the nodes
are indexed by 1 and 2. Node 1 and node 2 transmit information to each other through the channels as follows.
In each time slot, node 1 transmits symbol X1 ∈ X1 to node 2 through the forward channel characterized by a
conditional probability distribution q(1)Y2|X1 , where X1 and q
(1)
Y2|X1 together define Y2 ∈ Y2, the output of the forward
channel. In the same time slot, node 2 receives Y2 and then transmits symbol X2 ∈ X2 to node 1 through the reverse
channel characterized by a conditional probability distribution q(2)Y1|X1,X2,Y2 , where (X1, X2, Y2) and q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2
together define Y1 ∈ Y1, the output of the reverse channel. Since node 2 receives Y2 before transmitting X2, X2
can depend on Y2. In other words, node 2 does not incur a delay and therefore the classical cut-set bound cannot
be applied to this two-node network.
To facilitate discussion, we call this network the discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with noiseless reverse
channel if for all x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2, y1 ∈ Y1 and y2 ∈ Y2,
q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2(y1|x1, x2, y2) =
1 if y1 = x2,0 otherwise.
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4Note that the DMC with noiseless reverse channel reduces to the DMC with feedback [2,6] if node 2 transmits in
each time slot the symbol it receives in the same time slot.
IV. GENERALIZED DISCRETE MEMORYLESS NETWORK
In this paper, we consider a general network that consists of N nodes. Let
I = {1, 2, . . . , N}
be the index set of the nodes. The N terminals exchange information in n time slots as follows. Node i chooses
message
Wi,j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Mi,j}
and sends Wi,j to node j for each (i, j) ∈ I ×I. We assume that each message Wi,j is uniformly distributed over
{1, 2, . . . ,Mi,j} and all the messages are independent. For each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each i ∈ I, node i transmits
Xi,k ∈ Xi and receives Yi,k ∈ Yi in the kth time slot where Xi and Yi are some alphabets that depend on i. After n
time slots, node i declares Wˆj,i to be the transmitted Wj,i based on W{i}×I and Y ni for each (i, j) ∈ I × I. To
simplify notation, let MI×I denote the N2-dimensional tuple (M1,1,M1,2, . . . ,MN,N ).
Definition 1: An α-dimensional tuple (S1,S2, . . .Sα) consisting of subsets of I is called an α-partition if
∪αh=1Sh = I and Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for all i 6= j.
For any (S1,S2, . . .Sα) consisting of subsets of I, we let
Sh = ∪hi=1Si
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} to facilitate discussion. Let T ⊆ I be any set. For any random tuple
(X1, X2, . . . , XN ) ∈ X1 ×X2 × . . .×XN ,
we let
XT = (Xi : i ∈ T )
be a subtuple of (X1, X2, . . . , XN ). In addition, we let xSh be the realization of XSh for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}.
Similarly, for any k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and any random tuple
(X1,k, X2,k, . . . , XN,k) ∈ X1 ×X2 × . . .×XN ,
we let
XT,k = (Xi,k : i ∈ T )
be a subtuple of (X1,k, X2,k, . . . , XN,k). In addition, we let xSh,k be the realization of XSh,k for each h ∈
{1, 2, . . . , α}. Under the classical model, the discrete memoryless network (DMN) is characterized by one channel
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5specified by qYI |XI and the elements in the random tuples (XI,k, YI,k) are generated in the order
XI,k, YI,k
in the kth time slot for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} where the channel qYI |XI is invoked to generate YI,k from XI,k.
In contrast, under the generalized model to be defined below, two α-partitions (S1,S2, . . .Sα) and (G1,G2, . . .Gα)
are fixed in advance and the DMN is characterized by α channels specified by
q
(1)
YG1 |XS1 , q
(2)
YG2 |XS2 ,YG1 , . . . , q
(α)
YGα |XSα ,YGα−1 .
Under the generalized model, the elements in the random tuples (XI,k, YI,k) are generated in the order
XS1,k, YG1,k, XS2,k, YG2,k, . . . , XSα,k, YGα,k
in the kth time slot where the channel q(h)YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
is invoked to generate YGh,k from (XSh,k, YGh−1,k) for each
h ∈ {1, , . . . , α}.
Definition 2: The discrete network consists of N finite input sets X1,X2, . . . ,XN , N finite output sets
Y1,Y2, . . . ,YN and α channels characterized by conditional distributions q(1)YG1 |XS1 , q
(2)
YG2 |XS2 ,YG1 , . . .,
q
(α)
YGα |XSα ,YGα−1 , where (S1,S2, . . .Sα), denoted by S, and (G1,G2, . . .Gα), denoted by G, are two α-partitions.
We call S and G the input partition and the output partition of the network respectively. The discrete network is
denoted by (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) where
q , (q(1), q(2), . . . , q(α)).
When we formally define a code on the discrete network later, we associate a tuple B = (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) called the
delay profile to the code and bi represents the amount of delay incurred by node i for the code. Under the classical
model, B consists of only positive numbers, meaning that the amount of delay incurred by each node is positive. In
contrast, under our generalized model some elements of B can take 0 as long as no deadlock loop occurs. Therefore
our model is a generalization of the classical model. A delay profile is formally defined as follows.
Definition 3: A delay profile is an N -dimensional tuple (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) where bi ∈ {0, 1} for each i ∈ I. The
positive delay profile is defined to be the N -dimensional all-one tuple denoted by 1.
The essence of the following definition is to characterize delay profiles which will not cause any deadlock loop for
the transmissions for a given discrete network under the generalized model.
Definition 4: Let (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) be a discrete network. For each i ∈ I, let hi and mi be the two unique
integers such that i ∈ Shi and i ∈ Gmi . Then, a delay profile (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) is said to be feasible for the network
if the following holds for each i ∈ I: If bi = 0, then hi > mi.
Under the classical model, the only delay profile considered is the positive delay profile 1, which is feasible for
the network by Definition 4 (i.e., contains no deadlock loop). Under the generalized model, a delay profile may
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6consist of zeros and a deadlock loop may occur if the delay profile consists of too many zeros. In the most extreme
case where the delay profile is an all-zero tuple, every node will wait for the other nodes to transmit first before
transmitting its own symbol, thus creating a deadlock. We are ready to define codes that use the network n times
in a deadlock-free manner as follows.
Definition 5: Let B , (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) be a delay profile feasible for (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q). A (B,n,MI×I)-code,
where MI×I , (M1,1,M1,2, . . . ,MN,N ) denotes the N2-dimensional tuple of message alphabets, for n uses of
the network consists of the following:
1) A message set
Wi,j = {1, 2, . . . ,Mi,j}
at node i for each (i, j) ∈ I × I, where the message Wi,j is uniform on Wi,j . All the N2 messages are
independent.
2) An encoding function
fi,k :W{i}×I × Yk−bii → Xi
for each i ∈ I and each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, where fi,k is the encoding function at node i in the kth time slot
such that
Xi,k = fi,k(W{i}×I , Y
k−bi
i ).
3) A decoding function
gi,j :W{j}×I × Ynj →Wi,j
for each (i, j) ∈ I × I, where gi,j is the decoding function for Wi,j at node j such that
Wˆi,j = gi,j(W{j}×I , Y nj ).
Given a (B,n,MI×I)-code, it follows from Definition 5 that for each i ∈ I, node i incurs a delay if bi > 0,
where bi is the amount of delay incurred by node i. If bi = 0, node i incurs no delay, i.e., node i needs to receive
Yi,k before encoding Xi,k for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The feasibility condition of B in Definition 4 ensures that the
operations of any (B,n,MI×I)-code are well-defined for the subsequently defined discrete memoryless network;
the associated coding scheme is described after the network is defined.
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7Definition 6: A discrete network (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q), when used multiple times, is called a discrete memoryless
network (DMN) if the following holds for any (B,n,MI×I)-code:
Let Uk−1 , (WI×I , Xk−1I , Y k−1I ) be the collection of random variables that are generated before the kth time
slot. Then, for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α},
Pr{Uk−1 = uk−1, XSh,k = xSh,k, YGh,k = yGh,k}
= Pr{Uk−1 = uk−1, XSh,k = xSh,k, YGh−1,k = yGh−1,k}q(h)YGh |XSh ,YGh−1 (yGh,k|xSh,k, yGh−1,k) (1)
for all uk−1 ∈ Uk−1, xSh,k ∈ XSh and yGh,k ∈ YGh .
Following the notation in Definition 6, consider any (B,n,MI×I)-code on the DMN. In the kth time slot, XI,k
and YI,k are generated in the order
XS1,k, YG1,k, XS2,k, YG2,k, . . . , XSα,k, YGα,k (2)
by transmitting on the channels in this order q(1), q(2), . . . , q(α) using the (B,n,MI×I)-code (as prescribed in
Definition 5). Specifically, XSh,k, YGh−1,k and channel q(h) together define YGh,k for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}.
We will show in the following that the encoding of XSh,k before the transmission on q
(h) and the generation of
YGh,k after the transmission on q
(h) for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} are well-defined. Fix any k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and
h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. Consider the following two cases for encoding Xi,k for each i ∈ Sh:
Case bi > 0: Since Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y k−bii ) and Y
k−bi
i has already been received by node i by the
kth time slot, the encoding of Xi,k at node i before the transmission on q(h) in the kth time slot is well-defined.
Case bi = 0: Let m be the unique integer such that i ∈ Gm. By the feasibility of B, we have
h > m. (3)
It follows from i ∈ Gm that Yi,k has already been received by node i before the transmission on q(m+1) in the kth
time slot, which then implies from (3) that Yi,k has already been received by node i before the transmission on
q(h) in the kth time slot. Since Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y ki ), Yi,k has already been received by node i before
the transmission on q(h) in the kth time slot and Y k−1i has already been received by node i by the k
th time slot, it
follows that the encoding of Xi,k at node i before the transmission on q(h) in the kth time slot is well-defined.
Combining the two cases, the encoding of Xi,k before the transmission on q(h) in the kth time slot for each i ∈ Sh
is well-defined, which implies that the encoding of XSh,k before the transmission on q
(h) in the kth time slot is
well-defined.
In addition, the transmission on q(h) in the kth time slot only depends on (XSh,k, YGh−1,k). Since the transmissions
on q(1), q(2), . . . , q(h−1) and the encoding of XS1,k, XS2,k, . . . , XSh,k occur before the transmission on q
(h) in the
kth time slot, it follows that YGh−1,k and XSh,k have already been generated before the generation of YGh,k according
to (2), which implies that the generation of YGh,k is well-defined.
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Fig. 1. BSC with correlated feedback.
Example 1: Consider a two-node DMN (X{1,2},Y{1,2}, 2, ({1}, {2}), ({2}, {1}), (q(1), q(2))) where all the al-
phabets are binary,
q
(1)
Y2|X1(y2|x1) =
1−  if y2 = x1, otherwise (4)
and
q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2(y1|x1, x2, y2) =
1 if y1 = x2 + y2,0 otherwise. (5)
Note that q(1)Y2|X1 is the conditional probability distribution for the binary symmetric channel (BSC). To facilitate
discussion, we call this network the BSC with correlated feedback which is illustrated in Figure 1. For any
((1, 0), n,M{1,2}×{1,2})-code on this network, X{1,2},k and Y{1,2},k are generated in the kth time slot in the order
X1,k, Y2,k, X2,k, Y1,k
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Note that node 2 incurs no delay, and can use Y2,k for encoding X2,k because Y2,k is
generated before the generation of X2,k. 
In the classical model of the DMN, every node incurs a delay and the network is characterized by a single
channel q(1)YI |XI . Therefore, the classical DMN can be viewed as a generalized DMN with a single channel q
(1)
YI |XI ,
and every code on the classical DMN can be viewed as some (B,n,MI×I)-code on the generalized DMN with
B = 1 (cf. Definitions 2, 4, 5 and 6).
V. CAPACITY REGION AND POSITIVE-DELAY REGION AND THEIR CUT-SET BOUNDS
Besides the capacity region of the DMN, we are also interested in the positive-delay region – the set of achievable
rate tuples under the constraint that every node incurs a delay. We formally define the capacity region and the
positive-delay region through the following three intuitive definitions.
Definition 7: For a (B,n,MI×I)-code on the DMN, the average probability of decoding error of Wi,j is defined
as Pni,j = Pr{gi,j(W{j}×I , Y nj ) 6= Wi,j} for each (i, j) ∈ I × I .
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9Definition 8: A rate tuple (R1,1, R1,2, . . . , RN,N ), denoted by RI×I , is B-achievable for the DMN if there exists
a sequence of (B,n,MI×I)-codes with lim
n→∞
logMi,j
n ≥ Ri,j such that limn→∞P
n
i,j = 0 for each (i, j) ∈ I × I. The
tuple RI×I is said to be achievable for the DMN if it is B-achievable for some delay profile B.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Mi,i = 1 and Ri,i = 0 for all i ∈ I in the rest of this paper.
Definition 9: The B-achievable rate region, denoted by RB , of the DMN is the closure of the set consisting of
every B-achievable rate tuple RI×I with Ri,i = 0 for all i ∈ I. We call
C ,
⋃
B: B is feasible for the DMN
RB
the capacity region, and we call R1 the positive-delay region.
The following two theorems are the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1: Let
Rout ,
⋃
pXI ,YI :pXI ,YI=∏α
h=1(pXSh |XSh−1 ,YGh−1
q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
)
⋂
T⊆I
{
RI×I
∣∣∣∣ ∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j ≤
α∑
h=1
IpXI ,YI (XT∩Sh , YT∩Gh−1 ;YT c∩Gh |XT c∩Sh , YT c∩Gh−1)
}
. (6)
Then,
C ⊆ Rout. (7)
Theorem 2: Let
Rout1 ,
⋃
pXI ,YI :pXI ,YI=
pXI
∏α
h=1 q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
⋂
T⊆I
{
RI×I
∣∣∣ ∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j ≤ IpXI ,YI (XT ;YT c |XT c)
}
. (8)
Then,
R1 ⊆ Rout1 . (9)
Remark 1: Theorems 1 and 2 state the cut-set outer bounds for C and R1 respectively. More specifically, Rout
in (6) and Rout1 in (8) are the cut-set bounds for C and R1 respectively.
Remark 2: Every DMN defined under the classical model can be viewed as a generalized DMN characterized by
some single channel denoted by q(1)YI |XI . For such a DMN, it follows from Definition 4 that the only feasible delay
profile is 1 and from Definition 1 that S1 = G1 = I, which then imply respectively that C = R1 and Rout = Rout1 .
Consequently, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are identical for the classical DMN and they yield the same cut-set bound
Rout = Rout1 =
⋃
pXI
⋂
T⊆I
{
RI×I
∣∣∣ ∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j ≤ IpXI q(1)YI|XI (XT ;YT
c |XT c) } ,
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which coincides with the classical cut-set bound in [2, Chapter 15]. If we consider the DMN under the multimessage
multicast scenario as described in [7, Section 18.4.2] where each node has only a single message (instead of N
messages considered in Theorems 1 and 2) to transmit, then we can follow similar techniques for proving Theorem 1
to obtain the cut-set bound for the generalized multimessage multicast DMN, whose statement and proof are
contained in [8, Theorem 2]. In particular, if the generalized multimessage multicast DMN is characterized by only
one channel, then the cut-set bound obtained for the multicast DMN coincides with the classical cut-set bound
stated in [7, Section 18.4.2].
Remark 3: Using Theorem 1, we obtain
R1,2 ≤ max
pX1
I
pX1q
(1)
Y2|X1
(X1;Y2)
for the DMC with noiseless reverse channel described in Section III, which implies the well-known result that the
presence of feedback does not increase the capacity for the DMC q(1)Y2|X1 [9].
Remark 4: We will use Theorem 1 to prove Theorem 2. To this end, we will prove a folklore theorem which
states that under the constraint that every node incurs a delay, the generalized DMN characterized by α channels
q(1), q(2), . . . , q(α) is equivalent to the classical DMN characterized by a single channel q(1)q(2) . . . q(α). This will
be shown in Section VIII.
VI. PROOF OF CUT-SET BOUND ON CAPACITY REGION
A complete proof of Theorem 1 is presented in this section. The following lemma and two propositions are
preparations for the proof of Theorem 1. The following proposition characterizes an important property of Markov
chains.
Proposition 1: Suppose there exist two probability distributions rX,Y and qZ|Y such that
pX,Y,Z(x, y, z) = rX,Y (x, y)qZ|Y (z|y) (10)
for all x, y and z whenever pY (y) > 0. Then
(X → Y → Z)pX,Y,Z (11)
forms a Markov chain. In addition,
pZ|Y = qZ|Y . (12)
Proof: The proof of (11) is contained in [6, Proposition 2.5]. It remains to show (12). Summing x and then
z on both sides of (10), we have pY,Z(y, z) = rY (y)qZ|Y (z|y) and pY (y) = rY (y) for all x, y and z whenever
pY (y) > 0, which implies (12).
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the memoryless property of the DMN stated in Definition 6.
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Lemma 2: Let (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) be a DMN. Fix any (B,n,MI×I)-code on the DMN and let pXI ,YI denote
the distribution induced by the code. Then, for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α},
pYGh,k|XSh,k,YGh−1,k(yGh,k|xSh,k, yGh−1,k) = q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh,k|xSh,k, yGh−1,k) (13)
for all xSh,k and ySh,k.
Proof: Let Uk−1 = (WI×I , Xk−1I , Y
k−1
I ) be the collection of random variables that are generated before the
kth time slot for the (B,n,MI×I)-code. It follows from Definition 6 that for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each
h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α},
pUk−1,XSh,k,YGh,k(u
k−1, xSh,k, yGh,k)
= pUk−1,XSh,k,YGh−1,k(u
k−1, xSh,k, yGh−1,k)q
(h)
YGh,k|XSh,k,YGh−1,k
(yGh,k|xSh,k, yGh−1,k) (14)
for all uk−1, xSh,k and yGh−1,k. Equation (13) then follows from applying Proposition 1 to (14).
The following proposition is a consequence of the definition of the (B,n,MI×I)-code in Definition 5.
Proposition 3: Fix any (B,n,MI×I)-code on the DMN (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) and fix an h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. Then,
for each i ∈ Sh, Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y k−1i , Y{i}∩Gh−1,k) for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof: Let B = (b1, b2, . . . , bN ). Fix an i ∈ Sh. By Definition 5, Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y k−bii ) for
each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Consider the following two cases:
Case bi = 1: Since Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y k−bii ) and bi = 1, Xi,k is a function of
(W{i}×I , Y
k−1
i , Y{i}∩Gh−1,k).
Case bi = 0: Let m be the unique integer such that i ∈ Gm. Since i ∈ Sh and B is feasible for the network (cf.
Definition 5), it follows from Definition 4 that
h > m. (15)
Since i ∈ Gm and Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y ki ), Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y k−1i , Y{i}∩Gm,k), which
implies from (15) that Xi,k is a function of (W{i}×I , Y
k−1
i , Y{i}∩Gh−1,k).
Equipped with Proposition 1, Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose RI×I is in C. By Definitions 8 and 9, there exists a sequence of (B,n,MI×I)-
codes such that
lim
n→∞
logMi,j
n
≥ Ri,j (16)
and
lim
n→∞P
n
i,j = 0 (17)
for each (i, j) ∈ I × I. Fix n and the corresponding (B,n,MI×I)-code, and let pWI×I ,XnI ,Y nI ,WˆI×I be the
probability distribution induced by the code. Fix any T ⊆ I. Since the N2 messages W1,1,W1,2, . . . ,WN,N are
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independent, we have∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
logMi,j
= HpWI×I (WT×T c |W(T×T c)c)
= IpWI×I ,Y nTc
(WT×T c ;Y nT c |W(T×T c)c)+HpWI×I ,Y nTc (WT×T c |Y
n
T c ,W(T×T c)c)
≤ IpWI×I ,Y nTc (WT×T c ;Y
n
T c |W(T×T c)c)+HpWI×I ,Y nTc (WT×T c |Y
n
T c ,WT c×I)
≤ IpWI×I ,Y nTc (WT×T c ;Y
n
T c |W(T×T c)c) +
∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
HpWI×I ,Y nTc
(Wi,j |Y nj ,W{j}×I)
≤ IpWI×I ,Y nTc (WT×T c ;Y
n
T c |W(T×T c)c)+
∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
(1+ Pni,j logMi,j) (18)
where the last inequality follows from Fano’s inequality (cf. Definition 7). Following (18) and omitting the subscripts
for the entropy and mutual information terms, we consider
I(WT×T c ;Y nT c |W(T×T c)c)
=
n∑
k=1
(H(YT c,k|W(T×T c)c , Y k−1T c )−H(YT c,k|WI×I , Y k−1T c ))
(a)
=
n∑
k=1
(H(YT c∩(∪αh=1Gh),k|W(T×T c)c , Y k−1T c )−H(YT c∩(∪αh=1Gh),k|WI×I , Y k−1T c ))
≤
n∑
k=1
α∑
h=1
(H(YT c∩Gh,k|WT c×I , Y k−1T c , YT c∩Gh−1,k)−H(YT c∩Gh,k|WI×I , Y k−1T c , YT c∩Gh−1,k)) (19)
where (a) follows from the fact that ∪αh=1Gh = I . Following (19), we obtain
H(YT c∩Gh,k|WT c×I , Y k−1T c , YT c∩Gh−1,k)
(a)
= H(YT c∩Gh,k|WT c×I , Y k−1T c , YT c∩Gh−1,k, XT c∩Sh,k)
≤ H(YT c∩Gh,k|XT c∩Sh,k, YT c∩Gh−1,k) (20)
and
H(YT c∩Gh,k|WI×I , Y k−1T c , YT c∩Gh−1,k)
≥ H(YT c∩Gh,k|WI×I , Xk−1I , XSh,k, Y k−1I , YGh−1,k)
(b)
= H(YT c∩Gh,k|XSh,k, YGh−1,k) (21)
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}, where
(a) follows from Proposition 3 that for each ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h}, XT c∩S`,k is a function of
(W(T c∩S`)×I , Y
k−1
T c∩S` , YT c∩S`∩G`−1,k).
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(b) follows from Definition 6 that for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α},
(
(WI×I , Xk−1I , Y
k−1
I )→ (XSh,k, YGh−1,k)→ YGh,k
)
p
forms a Markov Chain.
Define
p˜Qn(k) = 1/n
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} where Qn is a timesharing random variable uniformly distributed on {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Construct p˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn such that
p˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn (k, xI , yI) , p˜Qn(k)pXI,k,YI,k(xI , yI) (22)
for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, all xI ∈ XI and all yI ∈ YI (recall that p refers to the distribution induced by the code).
Then, for any A,B ⊆ I, it follows from (22) that
p˜XA,Qn ,YB,Qn |Qn(xA, yB|k) = pXA,k,YB,k(xA, yB) (23)
for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, all xA ∈ XA and all yB ∈ YB, which implies that
Hp˜Qn,XA,Qn ,YB,Qn
(XA,Qn , YB,Qn |Qn = k) = HpXA,k,YB,k (XA,k, YB,k). (24)
In addition,
p˜Qn,XSh,Qn ,YGh,Qn
(k, xSh , yGh)
= p˜Qn(k)p˜XSh,Qn ,YGh,Qn |Qn(xSh , yGh |k)
(23)
= p˜Qn(k)pXSh,k,YGh,k(xSh , yGh)
(a)
= p˜Qn(k)pXSh,k,YGh−1,k(xSh , yGh−1)q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) (25)
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} where (a) follows from Lemma 2. It then follows from (25) and Proposition 1 that
(
Qn → (XSh,Qn , YGh−1,Qn)→ YGh,Qn
)
p˜
(26)
forms a Markov Chain. Following (20) and (21), we consider
1
n
n∑
k=1
α∑
h=1
HpXI,k,YI,k (YT c∩Gh,k|XT c∩Sh,k, YT c∩Gh−1,k)
(24)
=
α∑
h=1
n∑
k=1
1
n
Hp˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XT c∩Sh,Qn , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn , Qn=k)
=
α∑
h=1
Hp˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XT c∩Sh,Qn , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn , Qn)
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≤
α∑
h=1
Hp˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XT c∩Sh,Qn , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn) (27)
and
1
n
n∑
k=1
α∑
h=1
HpXI,k,YI,k (YT c∩Gh,k|XSh,k, YGh−1,k)
(24)
=
α∑
h=1
n∑
k=1
1
n
Hp˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XSh,Qn , YGh−1,Qn , Qn = k)
=
α∑
h=1
Hp˜Qn,XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XSh,Qn , YGh−1,Qn , Qn)
(26)
=
α∑
h=1
Hp˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(YT c∩Gh,Qn |XSh,Qn , YGh−1,Qn). (28)
Using (18), (19), (27) and (28), we obtain∑
i∈T,j∈T c
logMi,j ≤
∑
i∈T,j∈T c
(1 + Pni,j logMi,j)
+ n
α∑
h=1
Ip˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(XT∩Sh,Qn , YT∩Gh−1,Qn ;YT c∩Gh,Qn |XT c∩Sh,Qn , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn), (29)
where p˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn is a distribution on (XI ,YI) that satisfies
p˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn (xI , yI)
(22)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
pXI,k,YI,k(xI , yI).
Consider each distribution on (XI ,YI) as a point in an |XI ||YI |-dimensional Euclidean space. Let
{p˜XI,Qn` ,YI,Qn` }`=1,2,...
be a convergent subsequence of
{p˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn }n=1,2,...
with respect to the L1-distance, where the L1-distance between two distributions u(x) and v(x) on the same discrete
alphabet X is defined as ∑x∈X |u(x) − v(x)|. Since the set of all joint distributions on (XI ,YI) is closed with
respect to the L1-distance, there exists a joint distribution q¯XI ,YI such that
q¯XI ,YI (xI , yI) = lim
`→∞
p˜XI,Qn` ,YI,Qn`
(xI , yI). (30)
For each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}, since
IpXI ,YI (XT∩Sh , YT∩Gh−1 ;YT c∩Gh |XT c∩Sh , YT c∩Gh−1)
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is a continuous functional of pXI ,YI , it follows from (30) that
lim
`→∞
Ip˜XI,Qn` ,YI,Qn`
(XT∩Sh,Qn` , YT∩Gh−1,Qn` ;YT c∩Gh,Qn` |XT c∩Sh,Qn` , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn` )
= Iq¯XI ,YI (XT∩Sh , YT∩Gh−1 ;YT c∩Gh |XT c∩Sh , YT c∩Gh−1). (31)
Then, ∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j
(a)
≤ lim inf
n→∞
α∑
h=1
Ip˜XI,Qn ,YI,Qn
(XT∩Sh,Qn , YT∩Gh−1,Qn ;YT c∩Gh,Qn |XT c∩Sh,Qn , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn)
≤ lim
`→∞
α∑
h=1
Ip˜XI,Qn` ,YI,Qn`
(XT∩Sh,Qn` , YT∩Gh−1,Qn` ;YT c∩Gh,Qn` |XT c∩Sh,Qn` , YT c∩Gh−1,Qn` )
(31)
=
α∑
h=1
Iq¯XI ,YI (XT∩Sh ,YT∩Gh−1 ;YT c∩Gh |XT c∩Sh ,YT c∩Gh−1), (32)
where (a) follows from (29), (16) and (17). Define
q
(h,n)
XSh ,YGh−1
(xSh , yGh−1) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
pXSh,k,YGh−1,k(xSh , yGh−1)
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. Then, q¯XSh ,YGh (the marginal distribution of q¯XI ,yI ) satisfies
q¯XSh ,YGh (xSh , yGh)
(30)
= lim
`→∞
pXSh,Qn`
,YGh,Qn`
(xSh , yGh)
(a)
= lim
`→∞
q
(h,n`)
XSh ,YGh−1
(xSh , yGh−1)p
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) (33)
where (a) follows from summing over all k on both sides of (25). In addition, it follows from summing over all
yGh on both sides of (33) that q¯XSh ,YGh−1 satisfies
q¯XSh ,YGh−1 (xSh , yGh−1) = lim`→∞
q
(h,n`)
XSh ,YGh−1
(xSh , yGh−1). (34)
Then,
q¯XSh ,YGh
(a)
= q¯XSh ,YGh−1 q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
= q¯XSh−1 ,YGh−1 q¯XSh |XSh−1 ,YGh−1 q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(35)
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}, where (a) follows from (33) and (34). Consequently,
q¯XI ,YI
(a)
= q¯XSα ,YGα
(b)
=
α∏
h=1
q¯XSh |XSh−1 ,YGh−1 q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(36)
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where
(a) follows from the fact that ∪αh=1Sh = ∪αh=1Gh = I.
(b) follows from (35) by recursion.
Since q¯XI ,YI depends only on the sequence of (B,n,MI×I)-codes but not on T , the theorem follows from (32)
and (36).
VII. CAPACITY REGION OF BSC WITH CORRELATED FEEDBACK
Let C denote the capacity region of the BSC with correlated feedback in Example 1 (cf. Figure 1). Let H()
denote the entropy of a Bernoulli random variable X with Pr{X = 0} = . It then follows from Theorem 1 that
for each achievable rate tuple R{1,2}×{1,2}, there exists some pX1,X2,Y1,Y2 such that
R1,2 ≤ IpX1,Y2 (X1;Y2)
≤ 1−HpX1,Y2 (Y2|X1)
(4)
= 1−H() (37)
and
R2,1 ≤ IpX1,X2,Y1,Y2 (X2, Y2;Y1|X1)
≤ 1−HpX1,X2,Y1,Y2 (Y1|X1, X2, Y2)
(5)
= 1. (38)
Let
R∗=
(0, R1,2, R2,1, 0) ∈ R4+
∣∣∣∣∣∣R1,2 ≤ 1−H(),R2,1 ≤ 1
.
It then follows from (37) and (38) that
C ⊆ R∗. (39)
Fix any δ > 0. Consider a capacity-achieving block code of length n for the BSC with crossover probability 
with rate
R1,2 ≤ 1−H()− δ. (40)
Such a code encodes the message W1,2 that is uniformly distributed on
{1, 2, . . . , d2nR1,2e} (41)
into a codeword consisting of a sequence of bits {X ′1,k}k=1,2,...,n. In the kth time slot, node 1 transmits
X1,k = X
′
1,k (42)
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through channel q(1). The message W2,1 consists of a sequence of n uniform i.i.d. bits {X ′2,k}k=1,2,...,n. In the kth
time slot, upon receiving Y2,k, node 2 transmits
X2,k = X
′
2,k + Y2,k (43)
through channel q(2), whose output bit Y1,k is received by node 1.
Since
Pr{Y2,k = X ′1,k} = 1− 
by (4) and the capacity of the BSC with crossover probability  is 1−H(), it follows from (40), (41) and (42) that
node 2 can decode W1,2 with vanishing probability of error as n goes to infinity. Since δ is arbitrary, node 1 can
transmit W1,2 at a rate arbitrarily close to 1−H() such that node 2 can decode W1,2 with probability approaching 1
as n→∞. On the other hand, since
Pr{Y1,k = X2,k + Y2,k} = 1
by (5), it follows that with probability 1,
Y1,k = X2,k + Y2,k
(43)
= (X ′2,k + Y2,k) + Y2,k
= X ′2,k.
Therefore, node 1 receives the bit sequence {X ′2,k}k=1,2,...,n without error with probability one for any n. Conse-
quently, (0, 1−H(), 1, 0) is achievable, which implies from (39) that C = R∗.
VIII. PROOF OF CUT-SET BOUND ON POSITIVE-DELAY REGION
In this section, we will provide a proof of Theorem 2. To this end, it suffices to prove the following folklore
theorem, whose proof is tedious and therefore relegated to the appendix.
Theorem 3: For any (1, n,MI×I)-code, a DMN specified by (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) is equivalent to a DMN
specified by (XI ,YI , 1, I, I, q(1)q(2) . . . q(α)).
To facilitate discussion, we rewrite Theorem 1 in a slightly different way to prove the cut-set bound on R1 in
Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 (Identical to Theorem 1): Let (XI ,YI , γ,S,G, (q˜(1), q˜(2), . . . , q˜(γ))) be a DMN. Then for each
achievable rate tuple RI×I , there exists a joint distribution pXI ,YI satisfying
pXI ,YI =
γ∏
h=1
pXSh |XSh−1 ,YGh−1 q˜
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
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such that for any T ⊆ I,
∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j ≤
γ∑
h=1
IpXI ,YI (XT∩Sh , YT∩Gh−1 ;YT c∩Gh |XT c∩Sh , YT c∩Gh−1).
The proof of Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of Theorems 3 and 4, which is shown as follows for completeness.
Proof of Theorem 2: Since (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) is equivalent to (XI ,YI , 1, I, I, q(1)q(2) . . . q(α)) for each
(1, n,MI×I)-code by Theorem 3, it follows from Theorem 4 by setting γ = 1, S1 = G1 = I and q˜(1) =
q(1)q(2) . . . q(α) that for each 1-achievable rate tuple RI×I , there exists a joint distribution pXI ,YI satisfying
pXI ,YI = pXI
α∏
h=1
q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
such that for any T ⊆ I, ∑
(i,j)∈T×T c
Ri,j ≤ IpXI ,YI (XT , YT ;XT c).
Consequently, R1 ⊆ Rout1 (cf. (8)).
IX. POSITIVE-DELAY REGION STRICTLY SMALLER THAN CAPACITY REGION
For some generalized DMN, the positive-delay region can be strictly smaller than the capacity region. This has
been demonstrated by El Gamal et al. [4, Section IV] for the relay-without-delay channel which consists of three
nodes. In this section, we demonstrate the same for a two-node network.
Let C denote the capacity region of the BSC with correlated feedback (cf. Figure 1). It is shown in Section VII
that
C =
(0, R1,2, R2,1, 0) ∈ R4+
∣∣∣∣∣∣ R1,2 ≤ 1−H(),R2,1 ≤ 1
 . (44)
In the rest of this section, we will show that R(1,1) ( C.
Let Rout(1,1) denote
⋃
pX{1,2},Y{1,2} :pX{1,2},Y{1,2}=
pX1,X2q
(1)
Y2|X1q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2
(0, R1,2, R2,1, 0) ∈ R4+
∣∣∣∣∣∣ R1,2 ≤ IpX{1,2},Y{1,2} (X1;Y2|X2),R2,1 ≤ IpX{1,2},Y{1,2} (X2;Y1|X1)
 . (45)
It then follows from Theorem 2 that
R(1,1) ⊆ Rout(1,1). (46)
For any pX{1,2},Y{1,2} distributed according to
pX{1,2},Y{1,2} = pX1,X2q
(1)
Y2|X1q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2 ,
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since the marginal distribution pX{1,2},Y2 satisfies
pX{1,2},Y2 = pX1,X2q
(2)
Y1|X1,X2,Y2 ,
it follows from Proposition 4 that
(X2 → X1 → Y2)p
forms a Markov Chain, which implies that
HpX{1,2},Y{1,2} (Y2|X1, X2) = HpX{1,2},Y{1,2} (Y2|X1)
= H() (47)
where the last equality follows from (4). In addition, omitting subscripts pX{1,2},Y{1,2} for the entropy and mutual
information terms, we have
I(X1;Y2|X2) = H(Y2|X2)−H(Y2|X1, X2)
≤ 1−H(Y2|X1, X2) (48)
and
I(X2;Y1|X1) = H(Y1|X1)−H(Y1|X1, X2)
≤ 1−H(Y1|X1, X2)
(5)
= 1−H(X2 + Y2|X1, X2)
= 1−H(Y2|X1, X2). (49)
It then follows from (45), (48), (49) and (47) that
Rout(1,1) ⊆
(0, R1,2, R2,1, 0) ∈ R4+
∣∣∣∣∣∣ R1,2 ≤ 1−H(),R2,1 ≤ 1−H()
,
which implies from (44) that Rout(1,1) ( C for any 0 <  < 1, which then implies from (46) that
R(1,1) ( C (50)
for any 0 <  < 1.
Remark 5: The intuition behind (50) is as follows: Since the noises in the forward and reverse links are correlated
as shown in Fig. 1 and node 2 incurs no delay, node 2 can employ some sort of “dirty-paper coding” as described
in Section VII so that the noise in the signal received by node 1 can be neutralized. In contrast, if node 2 incurs
a delay, then it cannot use the signal received in a time slot to neutralize the noise incurred on the reverse link in
the same time slot, resulting in a lower capacity in the reverse link compared with the case when node 2 incurs no
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delay.
X. CAUSAL RELAY NETWORK
The causal relay network [1] is a generalization of the relay-without-delay channel [4]. In this section, we
demonstrate that the causal relay network is a special case of the generalized DMN. The causal relay network
consists of a set of nodes that incur no delay, denoted by N0, and a set of nodes that incur a delay, denoted by
N1. The causal relay network is specified by the following two channels: q(1)YN0 |XN1 and q
(2)
YN1 |XN1 ,XN0 ,YN0 . For
any (B,n,MI×I)-code (cf. Definition 5) on the causal relay network, XI,k and YI,k are generated in the kth time
slot in the order
XN1,k, YN0,k, XN0,k, YN1,k.
Therefore, the discrete memoryless causal relay network formulated in [1] is the same as the generalized DMN
(XI ,YI , 2, (N1,N0), (N0,N1), (q(1), q(2))) (cf. Definition 2). For each achievable rate tuple RI×I for this network,
it follows from Theorem 1 that there exists a joint distribution pXI ,YI satisfying
pXI ,YI = pXN1 q
(1)
YN0 |XN1pXN0 |XN1 ,YN0 q
(2)
YN1 |XN1 ,XN0 ,YN0
such that for any T ⊆ I,∑
i∈T,j∈T c
Ri,j ≤ IpXI ,YI (XT∩N1 ;YT c∩N0 |XT c∩N1) + IpXI ,YI (XT , YT∩N0 ;YT c∩N1 |XT c , YT c∩N0),
which recovers the cut-set bound for the causal relay network stated in Theorem 1 of [1].
In addition, if N0 = ∅, then every node incurs a delay, which implies from Theorem 2 that for each 1-achievable
rate tuple R∗I×I , there exists a joint distribution pXI ,YI satisfying
pXI ,YI = pXIq
(1)
YN0 |XN1 q
(2)
YN1 |XN1 ,XN0 ,YN0
such that for any T ⊆ I, ∑
i∈T,j∈T c
R∗i,j ≤ IpXI ,YI (XT ;YT c |XT c).
We end this section by demonstrating that for some Gaussian causal relay network, the positive-delay region is
strictly smaller than the capacity region.
Example 2: Consider a Gaussian causal relay network consisting of three nodes as illustrated in Figure 2, where
node 1 wants to transmit a message to node 3 with the help of node 2 in n time slots. In every time slot k, node 1
and node 2 transmit X1,k ∈ R and X2,k ∈ R respectively, and node 2 and node 3 receive Y2,k ∈ R and Y3,k ∈ R
respectively. The network is characterized by channels q(1)Y2|X1 and q
(2)
Y3|X1,X2,Y2 which are readily determined by
the following two statements for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}:
Pr{Y2,k = x1,k + 3Z2,k} = 1 (51)
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Fig. 2. A Gaussian causal relay network.
for all x1,k, and
Pr{Y3,k = 2x1,k + x2,k − y2,k + Z3,k} = 1 (52)
for all x1,k, x2,k and y2,k, where Z2,k and Z3,k are independent standard normal random variables and {(Z2,k, Z3,k)}nk=1
are independent. In addition, let P and P + 10 be the admissible power for node 1 and node 2 respectively such
that
Pr
{
n∑
k=1
X21,k ≤ nP
}
= 1 (53)
and
Pr
{
n∑
k=1
X22,k ≤ n(P + 10)
}
= 1. (54)
The Gaussian version of Theorem 2 implies that for every 1-achievable rate R1, there exists a probability distribution
pX1,k,X2,k,Y2,k,Y3,k satisfying
pX1,k,X2,k,Y2,k,Y3,k(x1,k, x2,k, y2,k, y3,k) = pX1,k,X2,k(x1,k, x2,k)q
(1)
Y2|X1(y2,k|x1,k)q
(2)
Y3|X1,X2,Y2(y3,k|x1,k, x2,k, y2,k)
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
R1 ≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
IpX1,k,X2,k,Y2,k,Y3,k (X1,k, X2,k;Y3,k). (55)
Under the probability distribution pX1,k,X2,k,Y2,k,Y3,k , it follows from (51) and (52) that
Pr{Y2,k = X1,k + 3Z2,k} = 1 (56)
and
Pr{Y3,k = X1,k +X2,k − 3Z2,k + Z3,k} = 1 (57)
respectively (cf. Figure 2). Following (55) and omitting the subscripts for the entropy and mutual information terms,
we consider
1
n
n∑
k=1
I(X1,k, X2,k;Y3,k)
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=
1
n
n∑
k=1
(h(Y3,k)− h(Y3,k|X1,k, X2,k))
(57)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
(h(Y3,k)− h(−3Z2,k + Z3,k|X1,k, X2,k))
(a)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
(h(Y3,k)− h(−3Z2,k + Z3,k))
(b)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
(
h(Y3,k)− log2
√
20pie
)
(c)
≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
(
log2
√
2pieVar [Y3,k]− log2
√
20pie
)
(d)
≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
(
log2
√
2pie (Var [X1,k +X2,k] + 10)− log2
√
20pie
)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
1
2
log2
(
1 +
Var [X1,k +X2,k]
10
)
≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
1
2
log2
(
1 +
E
[
(X1,k +X2,k)
2
]
10
)
≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
1
2
log2
1 + E
[
2(X21,k +X
2
2,k)
]
10

(e)
≤ 1
2
log2
1 + 1n∑nk=1 E
[
2(X21,k +X
2
2,k)
]
10

(f)
≤ 1
2
log2
(
3 +
2P
5
)
(58)
where
(a) follows from the fact that (X1,k, X2,k) and (Z2,k, Z3,k) are independent.
(b) follows from the facts that −3Z2,k +Z3,k is a Gaussian random variable whose mean and variance are 0 and
10 respectively and whose differential entropy is log2
√
20pie.
(c) follows from the fact that the differential entropy of a random variable with variance σ2 is upper bounded
by the differential entropy of a Gaussian random variable with variance σ2, which is equal to log2
√
2piσ2.
(d) follows from (57) and the fact that (X1,k, X2,k), Z2,k and Z3,k are independent.
(e) follows from Jensen’s inequality.
(f) follows from (53) and (54).
Combining (55) and (58), we have
R1 ≤ 1
2
log2
(
3 +
2P
5
)
(59)
for every 1-achievable rate R1.
In the rest of this example, we are going to show that a higher rate than (59) can be achieved if node 2 incurs
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no delay. Suppose node 2 incurs no delay. Then node 2 can send
X2,k =
Y2,k if
∑k
`=1 Y
2
2,` ≤ n(P + 10),
0 otherwise
(51)
=
X1,k + 3Z2,k if
∑k
`=1 Y
2
2,` ≤ n(P + 10),
0 otherwise
(60)
so that the power constraint (54) is always satisfied and
Y3,k
(57)
=
X1,k +X2,k − 3Z2,k + Z3,k if
∑k
`=1 Y
2
2,` ≤ n(P + 10),
X1,k − 3Z2,k + Z3,k otherwise
(60)
=
2X1,k + Z3,k if
∑k
`=1 Y
2
2,` ≤ n(P + 10),
X1,k − 3Z2,k + Z3,k otherwise.
(61)
For any δ > 0, there exists by standard channel coding arguments a sequence of Gaussian codebooks with power
P − δ for the Gaussian channel specified by Y n3 = 2Xn1 + Zn3 such that the rate of the codebook achieves
1
2 log(1 + 2(P − δ)) with vanishing error probability as the blocklength n increases,
lim
n→∞Pr
{
n∑
k=1
X21,k ≤ nP
}
= 1 (62)
and
lim
n→∞Pr
{
n∑
k=1
(X1,k + 3Z2,k)
2 ≤ n(P + 10)
}
= 1 (63)
(recall that {Z2,k}nk=1 are independent standard normal random variables which are independent of Xn1 ). Since
lim
n→∞Pr{Y
n
3 = 2X
n
1 + Z
n
3 } = 1 (64)
by (56), (63) and (61), it follows that node 1 can use the aforementioned Gaussian codebooks to achieve rate
1
2 log(1 + 2P ) for the three-node Gaussian causal relay network, which implies from (59) that the positive-delay
region is strictly smaller than the capacity region for the Gaussian causal relay network for P > 5/4.
Remark 6: For the three-node Gaussian causal relay network in Example 2, the noises in both channels q(1)Y2|X1
and q(2)Y3|X1,X2,Y2 are correlated as shown in (51) and (52) (or Figure 2). If node 2 incurs no delay, node 2 can
employ some sort of “dirty-paper coding” as described above so that noise Zn2 in the signal received by node 3 can
be neutralized with high probability (cf. (64)). In contrast, if node 2 incurs a delay, then it cannot use the signal
received in a time slot to neutralize the noise incurred on channel q(2)Y3|X1,X2,Y2 in the same time slot, resulting in
a lower capacity compared with the case when node 2 incurs no delay.
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XI. CONCLUSION
We define the generalized DMN which contains the classical DMN as a special case. In the generalized DMN,
some nodes may incur no delay as long as no deadlock occurs. Since every node in the classical DMN incurs
a delay, the generalized DMN cannot be modeled by the classical DMN. We prove the cut-set outer bound on
the capacity region of the generalized DMN, which subsumes the cut-set bound for the classical DMN. Then, we
investigate the BSC with correlated feedback, which can be modeled as a two-node generalized DMN where one
node incurs no delay, and determine the capacity region by proving the tightness of our cut-set bound for this
special case.
Next, we establish the cut-set outer bound on the positive-delay region of the generalized DMN. For the BSC
with correlated feedback, we show by applying our cut-set bound on the positive-delay region that the positive-delay
region is strictly smaller than the capacity region.
Finally, we demonstrate that the causal relay network, which is a generalization of the relay-without-delay channel,
is a special case of the generalized DMN. Then, we use our cut-set bound on the capacity region to recover an
existing cut-set bound for the causal relay network. In addition, we use our cut-set bound on the positive-delay
region to demonstrate that for some Gaussian causal relay network, the positive-delay region is strictly smaller than
the capacity region.
APPENDIX
A proof of Theorem 3 is given in this section. The proof involves the following two propositions.
Proposition 4: Let (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) be a DMN. Fix any (1, n,MI×I)-code on the network and let
pXI ,YI denote the probability distribution induced by the code. Then, for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and each
h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}, (
(WI×I , Xk−1I , Y
k−1
I , XSh,k)→ XSh−1,k → YGh−1,k
)
p
(65)
forms a Markov Chain.
Proof: Let Uk−1 = (WI×I , Xk−1I , Y
k−1
I ) be the collection of random variables that are generated before the
kth time slot for the (1, n,MI×I)-code. Consider the following chain of inequalities for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
and each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}:
IpXI ,YI (U
k−1, XSh,k;YGh−1,k|XSh−1,k)
=
h−1∑
m=1
IpXI ,YI (U
k−1, XSh,k;YGm,k|XSh−1,k, YGm−1,k)
=
h−1∑
m=1
HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|XSh−1,k, YGm−1,k)−HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|Uk−1, XSh,k, YGm−1,k)
≤
h−1∑
m=1
(HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|XSm,k, YGm−1,k)−HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|Uk−1, XSh,k, YGm−1,k))
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(a)
=
h−1∑
m=1
(HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|XSm,k, YGm−1,k)−HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|Uk−1, XSm,k, YGm−1,k))
(b)
=
h−1∑
m=1
(HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|XSm,k, YGm−1,k)−HpXI ,YI (YGm,k|XSm,k, YGm−1,k))
= 0,
where
(a) follows from Definition 5 that for the (1, n,MI×I)-code, XI,k is a function of Uk−1.
(b) follows from Definition 6 that
(
Uk−1 → (XSm,k, YGm−1,k)→ YGm,k
)
p
forms a Markov Chain.
Consequently, IpXI ,YI (U
k−1, XSh,k;YGh−1,k|XSh−1,k) = 0, which implies that (65) is a Markov Chain.
Proposition 5: Let (XI ,YI , α,S,G, q) be a DMN. For any (1, n,MI×I)-code on the network, if some u, xI
and yI satisfy
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI} > 0 (66)
and
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI , YI,k = yI} = 0, (67)
then there exists some h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} such that
p
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) = 0
(where xSh is a subtuple of xI , and yGh and yGh−1 are subtuples of yI).
Proof: We prove the proposition by assuming the contrary. Assume
p
(h)
Y yGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) > 0 (68)
for all h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. We now prove by induction on h that
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XSh,k= xSh ,YGh,k= yGh} > 0 (69)
for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. For h = 1, the LHS of (69) is
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XS1,k= xS1 ,YG1,k= yG1}
(a)
= pUk−1,XS1,k(u, xS1)q
(1)
YG1
(yG1 |xS1)
(b)
> 0 (70)
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where
(a) follows from Definition 6.
(b) follows from (66) and (68).
If (69) holds for h = m, i.e.,
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XSm,k= xSm ,YGm,k= yGm} > 0, (71)
then for h = m+ 1 such that m+ 1 ≤ α,
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XSm+1,k = xSm+1 , YGm+1,k = yGm+1}
(a)
= pUk−1,XSm+1,k,YGm,k(u, xSm+1 , yGm)q
(m+1)
YGm+1 |XSm+1 ,YGm (yGm+1 |xSm+1 , yGm)
(b)
= pUk−1,XSm+1,k(u, xSm+1)pYGm,k|XSm,k(yGm |xSm)q
(m+1)
YGm+1 |XSm+1 ,YGm (yGm+1 |xSm+1 , yGm)
(c)
> 0, (72)
where
(a) follows from Definition 6.
(b) follows from (65) in Lemma 4.
(c) follows from (66), (71) and (68).
For h = 1, it follows from (70) that (69) holds. For all 1 ≤ m ≤ α− 1, it follows from (71) and (72) that if (69)
is assumed to be true for h = m, then (69) is also true for h = m+ 1. Consequently, it follows by mathematical
induction that (69) holds for h = 1, 2, . . . , α. Since (69) hold for h = α, it follows that
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XSα,k = xSα , YGα,k = yGα} > 0,
which contradicts (67).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3: It suffices to show that for any (1, n,MI×I)-code, (1) in Definition 6 is equivalent to
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI , YI,k = yI}
= Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k= xI}
α∏
h=1
qYGh |XSh ,YGh−1 (h)(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) (73)
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Fix a (1, n,MI×I)-code and a k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let Uk−1 = (WI×I , Xk−1I , Y k−1I )
be the collection of random variables that are generated before the kth time slot.
We first show that (1) implies (73). Suppose (1) holds for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}. Consider the following three
mutually exclusive cases:
Case Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI} = 0:
Both the LHS and the RHS of (73) equal zero.
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Case Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI} > 0 and
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI , YI,k = yI} = 0:
For this case, the LHS of (73) equals zero. By Proposition 5, there exists some h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} such that
q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1) = 0, which implies that the RHS of (73) equals zero.
Case Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI , YI,k = yI} > 0:
For this case,
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XI,k = xI , YI,k = yI}
= pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)pYI,k|Uk−1,XI,k(yI |u, xI)
= pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)
α∏
h=1
pYGh,k|Uk−1,XI,k,YGh−1,k(yGh |u, xI , yGh−1)
(a)
= pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)
α∏
h=1
pYGh,k|Uk−1,XSh,k,YGh−1,k(yGh |u, xSh , yGh−1)
(1)
= pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)
α∏
h=1
q
(h)
YGh |XSh ,YGh−1
(yGh |xSh , yGh−1),
where (a) follows from follows from Definition 5 that for the (1, n,MI×I)-code, XI,k is a function of Uk−1.
Therefore, the LHS and the RHS of (73) are equal.
Combining the three mutually exclusive cases, we obtain that (1) implies (73). We now show that (73) implies
(1). Suppose (73) holds. Then for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} and each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h},
Pr{Uk−1 = u,XSh,k = xSh , YGm,k = yGm}
=
∑
xSh+1 ,...,xSα
yGm+1 ,...,yGα
pUk−1,XI,k,YI,k(u, xI , yI)
(73)
=
∑
xSh+1 ,...,xSα
yGm+1 ,...,yGα
pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)
α∏
`=1
q
(`)
YG` |XS` ,YG`−1
(yG` |xS` , yG`−1)
=
∑
xSh+1 ,...,xSα
pUk−1,XI,k(u, xI)
m∏
`=1
q
(`)
YG` |XS` ,YG`−1
(yG` |xS` , yG`−1)
(a)
= pUk−1,XSh,k(u, xSh)
m∏
`=1
q
(`)
YG` |XS` ,YG`−1
(yG` |xS` , yG`−1) (74)
where (a) follows from the fact that m ≤ h. Then, for each h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α}, the equality in (1) can be verified
by substituting (74) into the LHS and the RHS.
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